
Doors & Windows
Doors, windows, conservatories, gates, awnings, ... 



With a presence in 28 countries across the world, Novatio has grown into an 
international player. Since 1978, Novatio has been offering qualitative solutions for 
maintenance and repairs in the transport and construction industry... and to help 
you provide your customers with an impeccable after-sales service! 
 
As a Belgian family-owned company, Novatio sets great store by customer 
satisfaction. Our R&D department in Olen researches technical developments and 
proactively investigates our customers’ needs.

Novatio has taken a conscious decision to assign a designated team of technical 
consultants.  
 
Our years of expertise and countless realisations are testimony to that.

Why opt for Novatio?

• Quality, focus on service and innovation are of paramount importance to us.

• Integrity: transparent communication, we do what we say and say  
what we do.

• Dedication: results-oriented, without making any compromises.

• Commitment: Novatio works hand in hand with the WTCB (Belgian Building 
Research Institute) and other accredited bodies to ensure that product  
standards are attained.

YOUR PARTNER  
IN THE DOOR 
AND WINDOW 
SECTOR!
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Novatio and the door & window industry  
Three key areas 
Novatio helps to strengthen your company’s position in the following three key areas:

Novatio helps to strengthen 
your company’s position 
in the following three key    
areas

New technical  
challenges

After-sales service 

Your work does not end on acceptance!

The correct aftercare guarantees a  
product’s service life, generates  
customer loyalty and leads to new  
projects.

Rapid technical developments in your 
sector make for complex challenges. 
Together with our clients, we carefully 
monitor any new developments that 
come on stream.

Our R&D Department investigates and 
conducts practical tests in our own 
laboratory which has been specifically 
equipped for this purpose.

Our solutions simplify life, help you to 
work  more efficiently and to a higher 
standard.  
 
With a view to reducing your ‘total cost 
of ownership’, our technical consultants 
are at your disposal to provide you with 
all the product assembly and installation 
advice you could possibly need.  
 
Rationalisation and a considerable  
increase in efficiency ensure that  
man-hours can be kept to a minimum.





Always the perfect solution, whatever the application.

The Novatio range features more than 300 products for professional tradespeople. 

Specifically for the door & window industry, we have carefully selected and developed  
new products that will simplify your job.

■ PREPARATION 

When fitting and securing door and  
window profiles, it is important to take  
the prescribed curing time, flexibility and 
strength properties of the adhesive  
into account.

Our products speed up and simplify  
that job.

• PU construct

• S&B Sealtrans

• S&B MS50 2K

• Novabond 2

• Megaplast

• Safety Clean

• Skincoat

• Al-Fix

• Silfix

We provide you with the best solution for 
the periodic and annual maintenance of 
doors and windows, whether made of  
aluminium, PVC or wood. And this for all 
lacquers, plastics and films.

• Bio-Paste

• Novacare Shamp-Wax

• Surface Renewer

• Silicon 100

■ PRODUCTION & FITTING OF    
 PROFILES

■ CLEANING & MAINTENANCE 

Thorough preparation is essential for 
perfect adhesion.

To guarantee a firm bond, profiles need 
to be degreased and then treated with a 
specific primer.

As always, you can trust Novatio to come 
up with the best solution.

• Multifoam

• S&B Special Primer



YOUR PARTNER 
IN PREPARATION

Multifoam

Foaming cleaner and 
degreaser designed 
to remove natural dirt, 
including fingerprints, and 
to prepare surfaces before 
gluing; safe to use on 
profiles, lacquers, glass, 
bluestone, sills, silicones...

Product no : 482101000

Applying glue, silicone or lacquer to 
an impure substrate is a recipe for 
disaster.

Multifoam ensures a clean substrate so that 
everything can be glued or coated to the highest 
standards. Multifoam is also recommended for 
degreasing windows, doors, garage doors, etc.  
after fitting

New compositions of technical textured 
lacquers (PTFE, Teflon…) are difficult to 
glue or apply tape to. 
  
S&B Special Primer optimises the surface structure, 
in preparation for a strong adhesive bond with 
Sealtrans. The sides of the windows can be coated 
with Special Primer before Expansion Tape is applied.

S&B Special primer

Considerably improves 
adhesion to materials that 
are difficult to treat such 
as powder-coat finishes, 
lacquered surfaces, PP, 
PP/EPDM, ABS, SAN PC, 
PA, PUR-RIM, R-TRU, 
PPO, PBT, flexible PUR 
foam, UP-GF plastic...

Product no : 590923000

Novatio has the total solution to ensure 
durable adhesion and create the perfect seal.





PU construct 

This builder’s adhesive, 
which only needs air 
humidity for curing, is 
highly valued for its direct 
adhesion, rapid curing  
and versatility.

Product no : 575116000

When fitting window profiles,  
the sturdiness of each corner joint  
is crucial.

PU Constructsecures the aluminium corners and 
instantly (time-saving factor) reinforces corner joints. 
Thanks to its filling capacity, PU Construct fills up 
profiles, making tolerances a thing of the past. 
Controllable extrusion prevents sloppy work, waste of 
adhesive and contaminated profiles.

A poor connection of the window 
profile mitre joints reduces the overall 
strength of window frames.  
In addition, saw-cuts that have not 
been properly sealed during fitting may 
cause dampness. 
 
Seal & Bond Sealtrans is a transparent adhesive, 
specifically designed to seal these mitre joints.  
The adhesive prevents moisture seeping in via the  
saw-cuts and ensures superior bonding with textured 
lacquers (when used in combination with  
Special Primer).

Seal & Bond 
Sealtrans

A versatile, siloxane-based 
synthetic rubber polymer, 
designed to create a lasting 
elastic seal. Its range 
of colour pigments and 
transparency ensure that 
any decorative features can 
be given an aesthetic finish.

Product no : 539196000
- 539136000 - 539116000

Novatio the non-stop shop for producers 
& fitters of door and window profiles.

YOUR PARTNER 
IN THE  
PRODUCTION & 
FITTING OF  
PROFILES



Seal & Bond MS 50 
2-K

The latest generation 
2-component system in 
a 1-component cartridge 
for gluing and sealing is 
UV- and weather resistant, 
does not get mouldy and is 
completely odourless

Product no : 526316000

Novabond 2

Thanks to its 2-component 
method, speedy, 
non-shrink, internal 
polymerisation is 
guaranteed, regardless 
of external factors like air 
humidity. Thick and thin 
layers cure equally quickly - 
under water included

Product no : 529116000

Megaplast MM

The latest generation 
2-component system in 
a 1-component cartridge 
for gluing and sealing is 
UV- and weather resistant, 
does not get mouldy and is 
completely odourless.

Product no : 596112000

Gluing leaf-covering panels at 
the customer’s location requires 
precision and accelerated curing. 
Certain specifications call for burglar 
resistance class lll.  
 
MS50 2-K bonds leaf-covering panels within a 
maximum of 3 hours, irrespective of air circulation 
or humidity. It meets the burglar resistance class 
III requirements, as tested by the Belgian Building 
Research Institute (BBRI). This 2-component MS 
polymer comes in a convenient cartridge that fits 
all universal silicone guns.

For bigger areas requiring speedy 
curing, we would recommend using 
2-component cartridges. 
 
Novabond 2 is a 2-component MS polymer 
that comes in a 600ml 2-component cartridge.
It allows you to process large quantities in a 
maximum curing time of 3 hours, regardless 
of the thickness or volume of the adhesive.
NB2 meets the burglar resistance class III 
requirements, as tested by the BBRI.

Gluing bending work and profiles in 
textured lacquers, aluminium and  
PVC securely and quickly can be a 
tricky business.  
 
Megaplast MM ensures superior adhesion to 
textured lacquers, aluminium and PVC (when 
used in combination with Special Primer). As a 
result, it effortless glues all corner and bending 
work. Fast-curing (15 to 30 minutes), it is the 
perfect adhesive for the production and fitting 
of profiles that must be transported quickly. 
Megaplast MM has been approved for use in 
the paint-baking cycle, for powder lacquers and 
matt lacquers (200°- 20 minutes).



To fit hinges, door and window handles, 
decorative frames, etc., profiles are 
milled in various places through which 
moisture can seep in, causing the 
profile to rust. 
 
Skincoat Injecting Skincoat into these 
apertures, using an ‘extension tube’ to deal with 
those hard-to-reach places, will give profiles an 
airtight and water-repellent coating.

Rubbers and seals need to be precision 
fitted quickly and securely. 
 
Al-fix is a powerful “super glue” that glues most 
rubbers quickly and securely.

Skincoat

Designed to provide 
external and internal 
protection and ideal for 
cavities (comes complete 
with a convenient, flexible 
application tube).

Product no : 118101000

Al-fix

AL-FIX ensures secure 
adhesion between a range 
of different materials with 
the exception of those 
containing polyethylene, 
polypropylene or fluorine. 
For an optimum adhesion 
to aluminium, the surface 
will need to be roughened a 
little first.

Product no : 501003000

After applying PU Construct or 
Sealtrans (during fitting) or sealing 
windows, window profiles may be spoilt 
by product residue or traces. 
 
Safety Clean removes adhesives and sealants 
such as silicones and polymers and is safe 
to use on most materials. Also glue residue 
of masking tape (plastering) can be efficiently 
removed with Safety Clean.

Safety Clean

The safe and versatile 
solvent to remove 
adhesives, sealants, 
silicones, oil, grease, wax, 
tar, paraffin, printing ink...

Product no : 683003000



24hrs

3hrs

3hrs

15 to 
30min

Watertight seals must fit seamlessly 
if you want to prevent the ingress of 
moisture and condensation. 
 
Silfix seamlessly joins APTK/EPDM rubber 
seals in a matter of seconds while retaining their 
elastic properties. Unaffected by expansion or 
the elements, Silfix turns your weakest link into 
the strongest one!

 

Silfix

is a low-viscosity 
cyanoacrylate which, when 
used in combination with 
Silfix Primer, can bond 
the most impossible of 
materials.

Product no : 502003000

Sealtrans

MS50-2K

Novabond 2

Megaplast MM

Speed Elasticity

INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS

Adhesion 
to textured lacquers 



Bio-Paste

IdeaI for inorganic dirt 
such as grease, adhesives, 
silicones, oils...

Product no : 477101000

YOUR PARTNER 
IN CLEANING, 
DEGREASING AND 
PROTECTION

Novacare  
Shamp -Wax

Shampoo for windows, 
doors and glass.Cleaning 
and maintenance. 
Protection with pearl  
effect. For PVC, aluminum 
and lacquers.

Product no : 200615000

Novatio has the total solution when it  
comes to cleaning and looking after doors, 
windows, gates, conservatories,...

Lime, cement and saltpetre residue, 
black (rubber) streaks on aluminium, 
PVC and glass or grimy lacquer no 
longer have to be a fact of life.

Bio-Paste is a universal cleaning paste. Thanks to its 
foaming action, Bio-Paste takes the elbow grease out 
of removing stubborn dirt created by saltpetre, lime 
and cement residue because it simply dissolves it.

Cleaning and maintenance are 
essential if the gloss and colour of 
lacquer on windows, doors, gates  
and conservatories are to stay as  
good as new. 
 
Novacare Shamp-Wax is a shampoo for doors, 
windows and glass. Novacare Shamp-Wax cleans 
door and window profiles, including glass, in one go. 
Monthly cleaning will safeguard the colour and quality 
of the lacquer. Suitable for PVC, aluminium and all 
types of lacquers.



Surface Renewer

Surface Renewer is a 
ready-to-use cleaner 
that renews the coating 
on aluminium joinery or 
other lacquered surfaces, 
powder-coated windows, 
doors, blinds, railings, 
gates... affected by UV-
accelerated weathering.

Product no : 485312000

Silicon 100

Creates an ultra-thin, 
clear, lasting, odourless, 
non-flammable, clean and 
stable film on all surfaces.
The dry lubricant that 
protects against water and 
moisture. Prevents rusting 
and corrosion.

Product no : 201005000 

Weathering and ageing (as a result 
of UV rays, etc.) eventually damage 
lacquers and plastics and will affect 
the appearance of doors,  
windows, gates... 
 
Surface Renewer restores materials and the 
intensity of their original colour to their former 
glory. It also provides lacquers and plastics with 
the long-term nourishment they need. 

No longer any excuse for squeaking 
handles and creaking locks on quality 
doors and windows! 
 
Silicon 100 is the ideal dry lubricant for sliding 
windows, locks and hinges. Silicon 100 is the 
perfect dry lubricant for tilt-and-turn systems. 
Its desiccating properties prevent dirt and dust 
lodging in the hardware system.



NOVATIO MAINTENANCE BOXES

Years of experience have 
allowed Novatio to develop 
the ultimate maintenance 
box for doors, windows 
and gates. These contains 
products to clean, protect 
and lubricate.

The boxes for aluminium 
and PVC doors and 
windows come in a 
convenient pack.

Regular maintenance with 
these products guarantees 
a long service life. 

In short, the ideal pack for your customer!



Alubox - Basic Alubox - Plus PVCbox

This pack contains:

- Novacare Shamp-Wax

- Surface Renewer

- Bio-paste

- Non-scratch sponge

- Microfibre cloth

This pack contains:

- Novacare Shamp-Wax

- Surface Renewer

- Multifoam

- Non-scratch sponge

- Microfibre cloth

This pack contains:

- Novacare Shamp-Wax

- Surface Renewer

- Non-scratch sponge

- Microfibre cloth





24 hrs 
2mm/23°C

130 N/cm2

15 min.

3 hrs
100% cured

Polysiloxane

2 min

Structure  
lacquer, Alu, 

PVC

3 hrs
100% cured

210 N/cm2

Transparent
Black

15 à 30 min.

2 min

210 N/cm2

Structure  
lacquer, Alu, 

PVC

Sealtrans MS50-2K Novabond 2 Megaplast MM

5 min.

6000 N/cm2

Light grey
Black

Structure  
lacquer, Alu, 

PVC

MS Polymer

Light grey
Black Black

MS Polymer Methyl methacrylate

Structure  
lacquer, Alu, 

PVC

ADHESIVE GUIDE
After pre-treatment with 
Multifoam and Safety Clean

Color

Type of adhesive

Adheres to

Tensile strength

Open working  
time

Cured after



CLEANING- AND 
MAINTENANCE GUIDE

Multifoam Safety Clean Bio-paste Shampwax Surface 
Renewer

Silicone residues
(on mitres, structure 

lacquers)

Old adhesive 
residues

(of masking tape, stickers,...)

Greases,  
penetrating oil
(on alu, pvc, lacquers,...)

Cleaning &  
degreasing

(as pretreatment for 
bonding on anodised 
windows and doors)

lime and  
saltpetre  

efflorescence
(on glass, structure lacquer 

and powder coating)

Black stripes
(on PVC/plastic)

Cleaning &  
degreasing

(as pretreatment for 
bonding alu, pvc,lacquer,...)

Fingerprints
(on glass, structure lacquer, 

pvc, alu)

Monthly 
maintenance

(of windows, doors, gates,...)

Clean and 
appreciating 

weathered paint



ISO Certified Company 
ISO 9001 
ISO 14001 
OHSAS 18001 
NSF 
WTCB 
IFT ROSENHEIM

Novatio, your partner in doors and windows.

Technical advice & lab testing
The Novatio technical lab is at our customers’ disposal for specific tests.  
Adhesion issues when gluing? Dirt that is next to impossible to remove? 

Our technical consultants will be happy to come out to you and investigate the issue on your behalf!

Certification of  
maintenance products

Service and safety on the 
shop-floor

Looking for a maintenance product for your projects 
that ticks all the boxes in terms of safety?

Novatio will be happy to analyse the substances and 
surfaces and, once your product has passed muster, 
we will issue you with a certificate so that you can 
offer your customers maintenance products that 
are guaranteed safe to use, highly efficient and as 
eco-friendly as they come.

Emergency number: +32 (0)14 58 45 45 -- 7/7 -- 24/24



Novatio I Industrielaan 5B I 2250 Olen
T +32 14 25 76 40 I F +32 14 22 02 66
info@novatio.com I www.novatio.com


